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The origin of two "deep" photoluminescence (PL) emissions observed in
wurtzite (yellow PL) and cubic (red PL) GaN is discussed. PL and time-re-
solved PL studies confirm donor—acceptor pair character of the yellow band
in wurtzite GaN and point to participation of shallow donors in this emission.
A similar PL mechanism is proposed for the red emission of cubic GaN. We
further show a puzzling property of both yellow and red PLs. Both yellow
and red emissions show spatial homogeneity and are only weakly dependent
on surface morphology.
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The characteristic property of bulk samples and epilayers of GaN is the
presence of yellow photoluminescence (PL) emission band with the maximum at
about 2.2 eV. The origin of this PL, which is observed in practically all sam-
ples of wurtzite structure, grown by different techniques [1], is still disputed. Two
conflicting models were proposed to explain the yellow PL [1-3] within the frame-
work of the donor—acceptor pair (DAP) recombination mechanism. The yellow PL
has been related to either DAP recombination of shallow donors and deep accep-
tors [1, 2], or to a deep donor—shallow acceptor related DAP process [3]. Recently,
a successful growth of cubic phase GaN epilayers was achieved [1]. In addition to
excitonic edge emissions, these epilayers show red PL, with the maximum at about
2 eV. The origin of this PL remains unknown.
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In this work we investigate the microscopic mechanisms of two "deep" PL
emissions, the yellow PL of wurtzite GaN and the red PL, observed in cubic GaN.
The results of PL and PL kinetics experiments are discussed. The influence of
surface morphology on the two "deep" PL emissions is also studied based on
the results of atomic force (AFM), scanning electron (SEM) microscopies and
cathodoluminescence (CL) imaging. In our experiments we used either bulk GaN
samples or GaN epilayers of wurtzite or zinc blende structure. GaN epilayers were
grown on Si substrate by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in CEA Grenoble. Bulk
GaN samples, highly conductive n-type (as-grown undoped samples) or highly
resi8tive Mg-doped, were grown in High Pressure Research Center of the Polish
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw.

In Fig. 1 we show the low energy part of the PL spectrum for wurtzite
and cubic GaN materials. The PL spectrum of wurtzite GaN is dominated by the .

yellow PL band, which has the maximum at 2.2 eV or 2.3 eV (for degenerate n-type
samples). The PL kinetics of the yellow PL and of "edge" excitonic transitions (not
shown in Fig. 1) was measured. In GaN epilayers of cubic structure the PL decay
time could be measured only for "edge" PL, since in most of the cubic epilayers the
red PL was too weak. Whereas the PL decay times for excitonic and near band gap
DAP and free-to-bound (FB) emission processes for both wurtzite and cubic GaN
are between 100 ps (for free and bound excitons) and 1 ns (for "shallow" DAP and
FB transitions), the decay time of the yellow PL varies. A fast decay of the yellow
PL (in ns time range) is observed in as-grown bulk samples, which were heavily
n-type. For these samples the decay time is energy-independent and is associated
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by us with the degenerate n-type conductivity. Formation of donor band and fast
migration of electrons from one to another donor site is then expected [4]. For
such samples the yellow band maximum is observed at a slightly larger energy
(see Fig. 1) in close analogy to FB transitions.

In compensated bulk samples and in wurtzite GaN epilayers the decay time
of the yellow PL becomes energy dependent (shorter decay times are observed at
the high-energy wing of the PL emission) and is much longer; up to 500 μs for the
slow component of the decay. Both the value and the energy dependence of the
decay time are characteristic of the DAP transitions with a spatial distribution
of D—A pairs. Thus, the PL studies strongly support the DAP model for the
yellow PL. Moreover, these results, particularly for as-grown samples with a high
concentration of shallow donors, where fast and energy independent PL decay
times are observed, are consistent with shallow donor — deep acceptor mechanism
of the yellow PL. We point, however, that another common property of the DAP
process, i.e., the shift of the PL maximum with increasing excitation intensity, is  .

absent and that the yellow PL is in some cases asymmetric. These results suggest
a more complex nature of the PL.

• The red PL of cubic GaN (Fig. 1) shows several properties clearly simi-
lar to those of the yellow PL leading to a tentative assignment to a DAP pro-
cess. The intensity of the red PL shows a strong temperature dependence, similar
to that observed for the yellow PL in wurtzite samples. With increasing tem-
perature the DAP PL is thermally deactivated, due to the ionization of shallow
donors/acceptors participating in the emission, and is replaced by FB process. The
ionization energy of shallow centres, estimated from PL measurements, i8 about
20 ¸ 40 meV, consistent with the donors ionization energy and not acceptors en-
ergy. The latter should be larger than 100 meV. The red PL is thus of the shallow
donor - deep acceptor DAP origin. Moreover, we propose that deep acceptors ac-
tive in the red PL are the same as those participating in the yellow PL of wurtzite
GaN. This we conclude from the spectral position of the two emissions. The energy
range of the red PL is lower by about 200 meV from the position of the yellow
PL. This shift is equal to the difference of the band gap energies of two phases of
GaN. This indicates a very similar ionization energy of deep acceptors.

We have studied the surface morphology of GaN epilayers using the AFM,
SEM and CL imaging. AFM scans show a granular microstructure of wurtzite and
cubic epilayers, with grains of a submicron size. A large density of dislocations is
expected at the grain boundaries. In mo8t of materials dislocations are efficient
centres of nonradiative recombination. Not surprising, strong intensity fluctuations
of excitonic emissions are observed in the CL images, which reflect the granular
structure of epilayers due to the quenching of the excitonic emission at the grain
boundaries. However, we find that the yellow PL is only very weakly correlated
with the surface morphology of GaN epilayers. This property of the yellow PL is
very puzzling and is not yet understood. It was suggested that the yellow PL is
either directly or indirectly related to dislocations, or is enhanced in the regions
of large density of dislocations, since impurities participating in this PL are also
implicated in the decoration of dislocations [5-7]. The red PL shows a similar
property. In Fig. 2 we show the observed fluctuations of the relative intensity of the
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edge-to-red PLs in one of the cubic epilayer8 grown by MBE. Whereas the excítonic
"edge" PL fluctuates in intensity and is reduced at the grains boundaries, the red
PL is less affected by the surface morphology, i.e., it shows a similar behaviour
to that of the yellow PL. In consequence, the red CL dominates at the grain
boundaries simply because the excitonic emission is quenched.

Concluding, the present study confirms the DAP origin of the yellow PL
in wurtzite GaN and supports the shallow donor - deep acceptor mechanism of
recombination. The red PL of cubic GaN is likely of the same origin. We show
several analogous properties of these two PL emissions. The intensity of both yellow
and red emissions is spatially homogeneous and is not reduced in the regions of
high dislocations density.
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